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Abstract Royal sonship is a key theme of Mosiah 1–6, including King Benjamin’s seminal address at the temple in
Zarahemla (Mosiah 2–5) on the occasion of his son
Mosiah’s enthronement. Benjamin, however, caps
this covenant sermon, not with an assertion of his
son’s royal status and privileges, but with a radical
declaration of his people’s royal rebirth (or adoption)
as “the children of Christ, his sons and his daughters” (Mosiah 5:7) and their potential enthronement
at God’s “right hand” (5:9). Similar to rhetorical wordplay involving proper names found in the Bible, the
Book of Mormon, and other ancient texts, Benjamin’s
juxtaposition of “sons”/“daughters” and the “right
hand” constitutes a deliberate wordplay on his own
name, traditionally taken to mean “son of the right
hand.” The name of Christ, rather than Benjamin’s
own name, is given to all his people as a new name—
a “throne” name. However, he warns them against
refusing to take upon them this throne name and
thus being found “on the left hand of God” (5:10), a
warning that also constitutes an allusion to his name.
Benjamin’s ultimate hope is for his people’s royal,
divine sonship/daughterhood to be eternally “sealed.”
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The name Benjamin as it might have been written in the
Paleo-Hebrew script. Michael P. Lyon.
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he theme of sons is prevalent in the early chapters
of the book of Mosiah. These chapters contain
King Benjamin’s final fatherly exhortation to his
sons (Mosiah 1:1–8); special counsel directed to his eldest son and heir, Mosiah (Mosiah 1:9–17); and an epic
sermon directed to his people at the temple in Zarahemla (Mosiah 2–5) in which Benjamin foretells the
mortal advent and atoning sacrifice of the Son of God
1
(Mosiah 3:8; 4:2). The emphasis on sonship in these
early chapters of Mosiah apparently culminates in several instances of wordplay on Benjamin’s name.
The name Benjamin is traditionally thought to
2
mean “son of the right hand,” but the idea of “right
hand” is now usually taken to mean “south,” thus
giving “son of the south” (Hebrew bēn, “son” + yāmîn,
“right hand” > “south”). Many scholars of the last
3
century, skeptical of the historicity of the Genesis
narratives, have regarded the name as an eponym of
the southern location of the Israelite tribe (vis-à-vis
Ephraim) and have attempted to identify the Benjami4
nites as a remnant of the Yamina (“southerners”),
pastoralist nomads known from the Middle Bronze
Age Mari letters. Others, however, have rightly noted
that the time span between the Middle Bronze Age
and the Israelite settlement of Canaan (centuries later)
5
is too wide.
Whatever the precise scholarly etymology of the
name Benjamin, the elements “son” and “right hand”
(ambiguously understood as the “right hand” of
power or the directional “right hand” > “south”) can
be heard in this name. In other words, the homophony between Benjamin and the words bēn and yāmîn
make these associations potentially meaningful for
King Benjamin and his historical audience, as well as
for the implied literary audience to which Mormon’s
abridgment of King Benjamin’s sermon is directed. As
I hope to show, the Israelite association of Benjamin
with “son” and the “right hand” of power helps us to
appreciate not only the early emphasis on children
in the book of Mosiah and in King Benjamin’s sermon, but also King Benjamin’s descriptions of divine
rebirth, enthronement at the right hand of God, and
the sealing of sons and daughters to him, all of which
mark the capstone of his marvelous sermon.
Scholars have already suggested the link be-
tween the right hand in Mosiah 5:9–12 and the
6
meaning of Benjamin. In this article, I will suggest
that all of King Benjamin’s references in Mosiah 5:6–
12 to children, sons, daughters, right hand, and the

In the Service of Your God, by Walter Rane. Copyright By the Hand of Mormon Foundation.

FROM THE EDITOR:
All languages allow authors (and also their redactors) to have a little fun with their material. Sometimes the fun is much
more serious. In the Hebrew Bible, it is quite common to see the text playing off the name of a person. Thus, in 1 Samuel 25,
the author/redactor puts the following words in the mouth of Abigail, “Let not my lord [the future King David], I pray thee,
regard this man of Belial [meaning her husband, Nabal; but Belial means something like “good for nothing”], even Nabal
[which can mean “stupid” in Hebrew]: for as his name is, so is he; Nabal is his name, and folly is with him.”
In this article Matthew Bowen finds evidence that the author of the Book of Mormon passages he discusses played off
the meaning or the sounds of the names and words that are used. Naturally, without the original plate text, we cannot be sure
that such plays on words were intended. We will let you, the reader, be the judge.
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antonymic left hand involve a conscious wordplay
on the name Benjamin as part of a final rhetorical
flourish in his masterful discourse.
Some Methodological Considerations
Amaleki writes that the language of the people
of Zarahemla (the Mulekites, originally Hebrewspeaking Judahites) “had become corrupted” (Omni
1:17) vis-à-vis the language of the people of Mosiah
(the Nephites, also Hebrew-speaking Israelites by origin; Omni 1:18). If the language of Mosiah remained
7
relatively uncorrupted in his time—perhaps because
his people had the scriptures with them and continued to use them—it must have remained discernibly
Hebrew. In Mormon 9:33, Moroni indicated that the
Nephites were still writing a form of Hebrew during
his lifetime, which might indicate that the Nephites’
spoken language still retained characteristically Hebrew elements many centuries after the time that
Mosiah, father of King Benjamin, and Zarahemla
united their peoples.

If . . . wordplay on names occurs “in literary
texts of all types and times,” we should
expect to find it in the Book of Mormon. In
fact, we can posit plausible wordplay on
names in the Book of Mormon in a number
of instances.
The first six chapters of Mosiah—apart from the
portions directed personally to Benjamin’s sons—
imply two main audiences: the historical audience
who were the recipients of King Benjamin’s direct
speech (Mosiah 2:9–3:27; 4:4–30; 5:7–15) and the literary audience who received King Benjamin’s sermon
in written form, even down to our time. Wordplay in
Benjamin’s sermon itself would have been potentially
meaningful to the historical audience. However, the
literary audience, with a knowledge of the languages
the Nephites said they used (see 1 Nephi 1:1; Mormon
9:32–33), might be able to pick up on wordplay both
in the sermon and in Mormon’s editorial comments.
While we cannot know for certain what script was
used on the plates, we can make reasonable suppositions about the language employed by the writers,
4
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much as biblical textual critics make educated reconstructions of the Hebrew Vorlage of the extant Old
Testament textual witnesses in Greek, Syriac, Latin,
and other languages.
Wordplay Involving Names in the Bible and the
Book of Mormon
Many Latter-day Saints have at least slight familiarity with wordplay on names in biblical literature
from etiological puns in well-known scriptures: the
naming of Eve—“Adam called his wife’s name Eve
[Ḥawwâ]; because she was the mother of all living
[ḥāy]” (Genesis 3:20); the naming of Jesus—“thou
8
shalt call his name Jesus [Iesoun (Iesous) = yēšûaʿ] : for
9
he shall save [sōsei = *yôšîaʿ] his people from their
sins” (Matthew 1:21); and the surnaming of Peter—
“thou art Peter [petros], and upon this rock [petra] I
will build my church” (Matthew 16:18).
In the Hebrew Bible, wordplay sometimes occurs at moments of high irony and in direct speech.
There is wordplay in David’s poignant repeated
question regarding the son who has rebelled against
him: “Is the young man Absalom [lĕʾabšālôm] safe
[(ha)šālôm]?” (literally, “Does the young man Absalom
have peace?”; 2 Samuel 18:29, 32). The name Absalom
10
means “father is peace” or “father of peace.” Other
such examples could be cited.
If, as Semiticist Michael O’Connor suggests,
wordplay on names occurs “in literary texts of all
11
types and times,” we should expect to find it in
the Book of Mormon. In fact, we can posit plausible
wordplay on names in the Book of Mormon in a
number of instances. Robert F. Smith first raised the
issue of onomastic wordplay in the Book of Mormon
when he noticed the juxtaposition of Jershon with
the terms inherit and inheritance (possess and possession), which suggests forms of the Hebrew root yrš
12
(“to inherit”) in the underlying text. This wordplay
occurs as a theme over several chapters (see Alma
27:22–26; 35:14; 43:22, 25).
I have previously proposed some additional pos
sibilities, of which I will cite only a few here. The
name Nephi, which John Gee has suggested derives
from Egyptian nfr, was possibly pronounced neh-fee,
13
14
nay-fee, or nou-fee, thus meaning “good, goodly.”
If so, this would suggest conscious wordplay (or
a play on meaning) involving the name in Nephi’s
auto
biographical introduction: “I, Nephi, having
been born of goodly parents, therefore I was taught

somewhat in all the learning of my father” (1 Nephi
15
1:1). Enos’s later autobiographical introduction imitates Nephi’s language: “I, Enos, knowing my father
that he was a just man—for he taught me in his lan16
guage” (Enos 1:1). The name Enos is identical to the
Hebrew noun ʾĕnôš (“man”), a poetic synonym for the
Hebrew words ʾîš and ʾādām. The biographical notice
that introduces Alma the Elder—whose name means
17
(God’s) “young man,” “youth,” or “lad” —into the
Book of Mormon narrative also seemingly plays on
the meaning of his name: “But there was one among
them whose name was Alma [ʿalmāʾ], he also being
a descendant of Nephi. And he was a young man
18
19
[ʿelem]” (Mosiah 17:2).
The introductory verses of King Benjamin’s address in Mosiah 1:1–9 describe how Benjamin taught
20
his sons using phraseology “patterned after” Nephi’s earlier description of his father, Lehi, educating
him (1 Nephi 1:1–3), as well as Enos’s description of
his father, Jacob, educating him (Enos 1:1). This language appears to initiate an ongoing play on words
(albeit incomplete) involving “son”/“sons” and the
21
first element in the name Benjamin. The juxtaposition of Benjamin and sons, then, imitates the earlier
autobiographical wordplay of Nephi and Enos: “And
it came to pass that he [Binyāmîn] had three sons
[bānîm]. . . . And he caused that they should be
taught in all the language of his fathers, that thereby
22
they might become men of understanding” (Mosiah
23
1:1–2). Mormon, who mentions the name Benjamin
fifteen times in Mosiah 1–6, and who was familiar
with Nephi’s and Enos’s accounts from the small
plates (see Words of Mormon 1:3–11), may have in24
tended this wordplay for his later audience.
The Biblical Name Benjamin
As the name of a patriarch and as the name of
the tribe from which Israel’s first earthly king came,
Benjamin was a name of tremendous significance
25
and is attested amply as a personal name. Its first
mention appears in the account of Rachel’s giving
birth to her youngest son: “And it came to pass, as
[Rachel’s] soul was in departing, (for she died) that
she called his name Ben-oni: but his father called him
Benjamin” (Genesis 35:18). Ben-oni can be ambiguously understood as meaning “son of my vigor” or
“son of my sorrow,” the former being more philologi
26
cally likely. However, Robert Alter suggests, “given
the freedom with which biblical characters play

with names and their meanings, there is no reason
to exclude the possibility that Rachel is . . . invoking
both meanings, though the former is more likely: in
her death agony, she envisages the continuation of
‘vigor’ after her in the son she has born.” 27 The tribe
of Benjamin, he further notes, “will become famous
28
for its martial prowess.” Thus Ben-oni (“son of my
vigor”) and Benjamin (“son of the right hand,” i.e.,
the “hand of power”) could be understood as being
29
nearly synonymous, but also antonymous (“son of
my sorrow” versus “son of the right hand”). In either
case, the name Benjamin is here understood as a positive name in the sense of “son of the right hand [of
power].”
Rashi, a medieval rabbinic commentator, believed that the name reflected the fact that Benjamin
30
was the only one of Jacob’s sons born in Canaan,
in the land “south” or “right” of Aram (as one faces
31
east) where Jacob had long sojourned. The medieval Book of Jasher even creates an etiology for the
32
name Benjamin based on this idea. The alternative suggestion that Benjamin means “son of days”
33
or “son of old age” (bin-yāmîm), might reflect a
partly Aramaizing midrash (Hebrew yāmîm, “days” =
34
Aramaic yômîn).
Other clear biblical inferences that Benjamin
was associated with the “right hand” as a physical characteristic in ancient Israel (perhaps via folk
etymology), and was not just narrowly associated
with the directional “south,” include Judges 3:15–21;
20:16; and 1 Chronicles 12:2. In the first two passages
the “lefthanded” (KJV) “sons of Benjamin” (bĕnê
binyāmīn) were literally “bound as to his right hand”
35
(ʾiṭṭēr yad-yĕmînô). All three play ironically on the
36
idea of Benjaminites as “sons of the right hand.”
The Rhetorical Effect of Benjamin’s Emphasis
on Name
Like the word son(s)/children (“son” and “child”
are the same in Hebrew) in Mosiah 1–6, the word
name is repeated as a key term in King Benjamin’s
sermon. Jacob indicates that from the beginning of
the Nephite monarchy, the anointing and coronation
of a new king served also as the occasion of the giving of the name Nephi as a new name or a throne
name (Jacob 1:9–11). Although this practice seemingly
37
evolved with time, the coronation of the Nephite
king may still have involved the giving of a new
name, thus providing the ritual background for King
JOURNAL OF THE BOOK OF MORMON AND OTHER RESTORATION SCRIPTURE
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Benjamin’s rhetoric: Benjamin, true to his promise to
Mosiah, his heir (1:11–12), gives all his people, including Mosiah, a new name.
The word name becomes an increasingly important term in Benjamin’s sermon. In the first part of
the sermon (Mosiah 2), he does not use the term at
all; in Mosiah 3–4 it occurs six times (Mosiah 3:9, 17
[2x], 21; 4:11, 20). In the climactic final portion of his
speech (Mosiah 5), however, he uses name twelve
times (Mosiah 5:7–12 [11x], 14). But would King
Benjamin’s people be thinking of his name during
his sermon to them and make any wordplay connections on his name? A likely effect of King Benjamin’s
emphasis on the word name and his giving the people a name on the occasion of his son’s coronation
and enthronement would be for the audience to
King Benjamin Confers the Kingdom on Mosiah, by
Robert Barrett. © 1998 IRI.

think not only of the new name but of their own
38
names and the names Benjamin and Mosiah.
Becoming Sons and Daughters at the Right Hand
of God
The concept of sons and daughters at the right
hand in an honorific sense—that is, at the right hand
of power—features prominently in the climactic final
portion (Mosiah 5:6–15) of King Benjamin’s sermon:
And now, these are the words which king Benjamin
desired of them; and therefore he said unto them: Ye
have spoken the words that I desired. . . . And now,
because of the covenant which ye have made ye
shall be called the children [Hebrew bĕnê] of Christ,
his sons [bānâw], and his daughters [ûbĕnôtâw]; for
behold, this day he hath spiritually begotten you; . . .
therefore, ye are born of him and have become his
sons [bānâw] and his daughters [ûbĕnôtâw]. And under
this head ye are made free, and there is no other head
whereby ye can be made free. There is no other name
given whereby salvation cometh; therefore, I would
that ye should take upon you the name of Christ, all
you that have entered into the covenant with God that
ye should be obedient unto the end of your lives. And
it shall come to pass that whosoever doeth this shall
be found at the right hand [yāmîn] of God, for he shall
know the name by which he is called; for behold, he
shall be called by the name of Christ (Mosiah 5:6–9).

When King Benjamin stated that his people would
be “called the children of Christ, his sons, and his
daughters; for behold, this day he hath spiritually
begotten you” (Mosiah 5:7), he is evidently quot39
ing the royal rebirth formula (sometimes called
an adoption formula) of Psalm 2:7: “Thou art my
40
Son [bĕnî ʾattâ]; this day have I begotten thee.”
Some scholars have proposed that a legal formula
41
stands behind the phrase bĕnî ʾattâ in Psalm 2:7,
pointing to similar language in Mesopotamian legal
42
contracts. While one should not discount the term
begotten as a metaphoric allusion to adoption, it
points to the image of birth or rebirth more than to
43
adoption per se.
Earlier in Psalm 2:2, the royal addressee is
called the Lord’s “anointed” (mĕšîḥô, his “messiah” or
“Christ”; LXX christos).The newly enthroned Judahite
king took upon himself the name-title “anointed”
(māšîaḥ). King Benjamin probably likened this psalm
to his people so that they too might take upon themselves or “bear” this name (see Mosiah 26:18).
6
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When Benjamin added, “And [ye] have become
his sons and his daughters” (Mosiah 5:7), he was
invoking the covenant language of Deuteronomy
14:1–2:
Ye are children [bānîm] of the Lord. . . . Thou art an
holy people unto the Lord thy God, and the Lord
hath chosen thee to be [lihĕyôt, “become”] a peculiar 44 people unto himself [lô, “his”], above all the
nations that are upon the earth.

The covenant rebirth language (or adoption for45
mula) in this Deuteronomic text reflects the royal
rebirth formula of the present canonical text of
46
2 Samuel 7:14, where the Lord says of David’s son
Solomon, “I will be [ʾehyeh, “become”] his father,
and he shall be [yihyeh-lî, “become”] my son [lĕbēn].”
The key terms cited from these passages are children
47
(bānîm), including both sons and daughters, and
the verb hayâ, a verb that, as G. S. Ogden observes,
“indicates transition from one sphere of existence
to another” and with the formulaic preposition lĕ
48
“conveys the idea of ‘becoming.’ ” Seock-Tae Sohn
suggests that hayâ used in the covenant rebirth or
adoption context “is both connecting and transi49
tional in describing the concept of covenant.”
This is what John later describes as Christ giving
50
51
“power [authority] to become the sons of God,
even to them that believe on his name: which were
born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor
of the will of man, but of God” (John 1:12–13; cf.
Mosiah 5:7). Benjamin’s use of the covenant rebirth
language in his speech is most striking because it
merges the royal (2 Samuel 7:14) and democratized
(Deuteronomy 14:1–2) forms.52 In other words, he
makes of his own son’s divine rebirth and coronation
the occasion of the divine rebirth and coronation of
the people. They are all sons and daughters who are
ascending to the throne.
King Benjamin then adds another promise:
“Whosoever doeth this shall be found at the right
hand of God” (Mosiah 5:9). The phrase “at the right
hand [of God]” in the Hebrew Bible occurs in Psalms
16:11 and 110:1 as a reference to the place of divine
53
favor. The coronation/enthronement context of
King Benjamin’s speech suggests that he is specifically alluding to Psalm 110:1: “The Lord [Yahweh]
said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right hand [lîmînî
(*lĕ + yĕmînî)], until I make thine enemies thy footstool.” The Israelite king sat (was enthroned) at

Yahweh’s right hand. Divine birth (or rebirth) is also
mentioned in Psalm 110:3, further suggesting that
Benjamin has Psalm 110 in mind.
Benjamin joins Psalm 110:1 to his previous allusions to Psalm 2:7 and Deuteronomy 14:1–2 (cf. 2 Samuel 7:14) not on the basis of the first element, bēn
(“son”), but instead on the second element in his
name, yāmîn (“right hand”), in a clever wordplay:
the royal covenant entailed not merely becoming a
son or daughter, but also enthronement at the “right
hand”—becoming a “Benjamin.”
Conceivably, the elements of King Benjamin’s
name guided the selection and ordering of the particular texts that he cites. Although a covenant speech
might be expected to contain covenant filiation language similar to Deuteronomy 14:1–2 and a coronation

Benjamin . . . teach[es] the people about the
truly royal and divine Son and how this Son’s
atonement made it possible for all of them . . .
to become his sons and daughters.
ceremony might be expected to allude to texts like
Psalm 2:7, 2 Samuel 7:14, and even Psalm 110, it is the
application of royal coronation/enthronement texts
to the people themselves—making them all potentially kings and queens, sons and daughters at the
right hand—that makes Benjamin’s speech so revolutionary. In Israelite thought, Benjamin was already
a royal son who was already at the right hand of
God, as Mosiah soon would be. Benjamin demurely
deemphasizes this idea, teaching the people about
the truly royal and divine Son and how this Son’s
atonement made it possible for all of them, through
covenant obedience, to become his sons and daughters and to be enthroned with this Son at God’s right
hand. Benjamin’s people did not likely miss the point
of their king’s jarring application of these royal texts
to them or the unifying principle behind the texts’
quotation: “son(s)” (and “daughters”) and the allusion
to God’s “right hand” (Psalm 110:1)—the elements of
their king’s name. Reflecting on the themes of Mosiah
1–6, we as Mormon’s implied literary audience can
also appreciate them.
Again, the occasion for Benjamin’s speech was
his own son’s enthronement as Benjamin himself
makes clear when he states, “The Lord God . . . hath
JOURNAL OF THE BOOK OF MORMON AND OTHER RESTORATION SCRIPTURE
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commanded me that I should declare unto you this
day [cf. Psalm 2:7], that my son Mosiah is a king and
a ruler over you” (Mosiah 2:30). However, from the
outset, King Benjamin had made an unprecedented
effort to put himself on equal grounds with his people (see Mosiah 2:26), as stipulated by Deuteronomy
54
17:20. By democratizing the language of the royal
covenant and enthronement texts on the occasion of
his own son’s adoption and enthronement, including the juxtaposition of texts whose most significant
words (son, right hand) are the elements of his own
55
name, King Benjamin taught his people a powerful
typological lesson on the necessity of their rebirth
into Christ’s family so that they might, as heirs with
him, receive every blessing in the covenant of the
Father. They do not receive Benjamin’s name, but
that of the true “Son of the right hand,” Christ.
A Sinister Fate: King Benjamin’s Final Warning
about the Left Hand of God
King Benjamin concludes his sermon with two
additional possible plays on the meaning of his
name, this time in the spirit of warning. Words asso56
ciated with the left hand are as negative as words
associated with the right hand are positive:
And now it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall
not take upon him the name of Christ must be called
by some other name; therefore, he findeth himself
on the left hand of God. And I would that ye should
remember also, that this is the name that I said I
should give unto you that never should be blotted
out, except it be through transgression; therefore,
take heed that ye do not transgress, that the name
be not blotted out of your hearts. I say unto you, I
would that ye should remember to retain the name
written always in your hearts, that ye are not found
on the left hand of God. (Mosiah 5:10–12)

Failure to retain the name of Christ (cf. “anointed,”
57
Psalm 2:2) written on the heart by having it “blotted
out . . . through transgression”—like the effacement
or obliteration of a throne name from a stela or the
58
removal or blotting out of a name from a written
legal contract or treaty/covenant—would result in
a person being “found at the left hand of God”: a
dethronement and a disinheritance. One who is not
willing to bear the name of Christ can be neither a son
nor a daughter of Christ. Unlike the (still unattested)
59
affirmative Akkadian adoption formula (*atta mārī),
60
divorce and renunciation formulas are attested in
61
Babylonian legal documents. King Benjamin seems
8
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to be referring to something similar here; an unwillingness to “retain [Christ’s] name written always in
your hearts” is an effective repudiation of Christ’s
parenthood. In contrast, a willingness to retain his
name written in the heart is essential to keeping this
relationship intact.
Benjamin taught his people that the covenant
rebirth or adoption that typified Christ the Son and
his enthronement at the right hand of God was available only through the atonement of that divine Son.
His words thus give profound meaning to the concept of “tak[ing] upon [oneself ] the name of Christ,”
62
the throne name par excellence.
Sealing the Sons and Daughters as the Lord’s
Benjamin, not content to describe divine sonship and daughterhood and enthronement in terms
of the Lord’s parenthood for time only, describes
a sealing that will maintain the Lord’s ownership/
parenthood claims in eternity. Previous to his sermon, King Benjamin informed Mosiah, his heir and
the king-to-be, of his sacred purpose in giving his
people a name. Here too his knowledge and use of
Deuteronomy is evident:
I shall give this people a name, that thereby they
may be [become] distinguished 63 [compare the
concepts of “holy” and “set apart” or “special” and
“peculiar”] above all the people which the Lord God
hath brought out of the land of Jerusalem; and this I
do because they have been a diligent people in keeping the commandments of the Lord. And I give unto
them a name that never shall be blotted out, except it
be through transgression. (Mosiah 1:11–12)

Here King Benjamin appears to be quoting or paraphrasing Deuteronomy 7:6: “For thou art an holy

Cylinder seal, ca. 700–400 bc, discovered at Tlatilco, just
west of Mexico City. John L. Sorenson, Images of Ancient
America: Visualizing Book of Mormon Life (Provo, UT:
Research Press, 1998), 162.

Two-sided bronze seal set in ring, “Belonging to ʾAhyʾab
son of Šmnm,” 7th century bc. Robert Deutsch and André Lamaire,
.
Biblical Period Personal Seals in the Shlomo Moussaieff Collection (Tel Aviv: Archaeological Center Publications, 2000), 35.
Used by permission.

people unto the Lord thy God: the Lord thy God
hath chosen thee to be a special people unto himself, above all people that are upon the face of the
64
earth.” Benjamin changes the final clause of the
formula, “that are upon the face of the earth” to
“which the Lord God hath brought out of the land of
Jerusalem” because his people were no longer on the
earth or land of Israel. The “people which had been
led out of the land of Jerusalem,” of course, would be
the Lehites and Mulekites, but the distinguished or
special people would be a smaller number of faithful
Nephites and Mulekites (the people of Zarahemla)
vis-à-vis the Lamanites and unfaithful Nephite dissenters (cf. Alma 47:35).
Here, in the context of the Hebrew noun
65
sĕgullâ (= King James English “peculiar,” “special
66
possession”), we consider Benjamin’s concluding
words:
Therefore, I would that ye should be steadfast and
immovable, always abounding in good works, that
Christ, the Lord God Omnipotent, may seal you his,
that you may be brought to heaven, that ye may have
everlasting salvation and eternal life, through the
wisdom, and power, and justice, and mercy of him
who created all things, in heaven and in earth, who
is God above all. Amen. (Mosiah 5:15)

Commenting on this passage, Gee describes the
earthly cultural practice of sealing that stands behind
King Benjamin’s theological metaphor: “To seal a
document or an object, a person would wrap string
or twine around it, place a daub of mud on the knot,
and press the seal into the mud. Affixing this sort

of seal marked the object as the possession of the
67
person in whose name it was sealed.” Thus, some68
thing that is sealed is something encircled about
and marked as a personal possession or acquisition.
Thus Nibley’s suggestion that a “peculiar people” sig69
nifies a “sealed people” is right on target.
Gee also notes that such seals contained “a formu70
laic inscription reading ‘belonging to.’” In Hebrew,
the preposition lĕ constituted such a possession formula. This is akin to the covenant possession formula
that we have seen used repeatedly in Deuteronomy
(lĕ + <pronominal suffix> [e.g., lô]) and evidently by
King Benjamin in describing the royal adoption of
sons and daughters.
The Hebrew verb to seal (ḥātam; cf. Egyptian
71
ḫtm) is plausibly the word that King Benjamin uses

The phrases born of God or born again
became a common means of expressing
the theological concept of a changed nature,
along with a “mighty change” of heart.
in Mosiah 5:15. Jeremiah 22:24 employs the image of
the Lord wearing a seal ring or “signet [ḥôtām] upon
my right hand [yad yāmînî].” With this symbol of
royal (divine) authority, the king (Lord) or his regent
could seal his name upon that which was his (i.e.,
“seal X his” or “seal X to him”). For his own part, King
Benjamin fulfilled the responsibility that the Lord
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himself laid upon the priests of Israel in Numbers
6:27: “And they shall put my name upon the children
of Israel; and I will bless them.” Just as the Israelite
high priests bore an engraved seal (as from a signet,
or seal ring) of the Lord’s name and ownership on
72
their foreheads, King Benjamin’s people now bore a
new name as the seal of an eternal relationship: they
are Christ’s, just as Christ is God’s (cf. 1 Corinthians
3:23), having become sons and daughters “to him”; in
other words, having become “his.”
Conclusion
It is no coincidence that after King Benjamin’s
teaching on becoming begotten sons and daughters
of Christ at the right hand of God (being “born of
him,” Mosiah 5:7), the phrases born of God (Mosiah
27:25, 28; Alma 5:14; 22:15; 36:5, 23–24, 26; 38:6) or
born again (Mosiah 27:25; Alma 5:49; 7:14) became
a common means of expressing the theological
concept of a changed nature, along with a “mighty
73
change” of heart, among the Nephites. Alma the
Younger will later equate divine rebirth (being born
of God) and the accompanying mighty change of
heart with receiving the Lord’s “image in [one’s]
countenance” (Alma 5:14), another sealing image.

King Benjamin and Alma, like Paul years later,
wanted their converts to “bear the image of the
heavenly” (see 1 Corinthians 15:49)—that is, the
name or the “image and superscription” of “Christ”
(cf. Matthew 22:20; Mark 12:16; Luke 20:24)—just
as Christ bore the express image of the Father (cf.
Hebrews 1:3; John 14:9).
Benjamin’s ultimate hope for his people and his
own sons (cf. Mosiah 1:2–7) was that they would,
like himself, choose to “become men [and women]
of understanding” (Mosiah 1:2)—the “children of
Christ, his sons and his daughters” (Mosiah 5:7)—
who would one day be found in the place of honor
reserved for the paradigmatic Son of the right hand,
the Savior Jesus Christ (see Acts 2:33; Moroni 7:27;
D&C 20:24; 76:19–24; and Luke 3:7 JST). n
Matthew L. Bowen was raised in
Orem, Utah, and graduated from
Brigham Young University. He is
completing a PhD in biblical studies at the Catholic University of
America in Washington, DC, and
is currently an assistant professor
in religious education at Brigham
Young University—Hawaii.
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